ACRONYM IX  Round 1 Tossups
1. 
Brendan Fraser is briefly turned into this man on the day of his death in the film
Bedazzled
. Henry Fonda played a "Young" version of this man in a namesake 1939 film.
This man, who flies a rocket chair in T
he Lego Movie,is also the subject of a 2012 film
starring Benjamin Walker.
In that film, this man is depicted as a "Vampire Hunter." The only
man to win a third Best Actor Oscar did so playing this man in a different 2012 film by Steven
Spielberg. For 10 points, name this president played in that film by Daniel DayLewis.
ANSWER: Abraham 
Lincoln
2. 
Longtime Atlanta Braves manager Bobby Cox primarily played this position during his
playing career. Jimmy Collins was the first Hall of Fame inductee to play this position,
which is the position with the fewest players inducted. The National League's Gold Glove
winner at this position for the last three seasons has been the Rockies' 
Nolan Arenado,
though he is 13 shy of the total won by Brooks Robinson. Matt Carpenter and Pablo Sandoval
also play, for 10 points, what infield position sometimes called the "hot corner"?
ANSWER: 
third
base
3. 
The scifi novel series Hyperion Cantos depicts the apparent destruction of this place
in an event dubbed the “Great Mistake of ‘08.” The Imperium faction in the Warhammer
40,000 universe is headquartered on this planet. In the S
targate
franchise, the term
“Tau’Ri” 
refers to citizens of this planet, which is protected by Tuxedo Mask in S
ailor Moon.A
film revealed to take place on this planet ends with Charlton Heston screaming “You maniacs,
you blew it up!” For 10 points, name this title planet in 
Planet of the Apes,which you are on.
Answer: 
Earth
4. 
This band announced its most recent album with a video on Mike Tyson's Twitter
account. In one music video by this band, its members watch their fictional kids fight
over a girl on a playground, and another of their videos stars a security guard who
dances in place for the song's duration. That song notes "I've got a girl who keeps me waiting"
and appears on their album 
El Camino,which was followed by T
urn Blue.Dan Auerbach and
Patrick Kearney comprise, for 10 points, what rock band behind "Lonely Boy" and "Fever"?
ANSWER: The 
Black Keys
5. 
Several buildings near this location, including Sherry Netherland's Furry Arms Hotel,
occupy an area officially named "Around the Corner." One building in this place was
converted into a post office in 2002 but eventually changed back to the "FixIt Shop"
where both
Maria and Luis worked. Other key locations in this New York neighborhood include
a general store named for the late Mr. Hooper and a trash can, where a certain character lives.
For 10 points, name this title thoroughfare of a children’s TV show.
ANSWER: 
Sesame Street
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6. 
This man coauthored a book that accompanied the 2008 Marilyn Manson album B
orn
Villain
. In 2014, this celebrity gave lectures for the London College of Fashion and was
arrested after being kicked out of a performance of C
abaret.This performer appeared in a
2015 video called #INSTRUCTIONS as well as a l
ivestream in which he could be seen at the
Angelika Film Center watching all of his own films. For 10 points, name this star of a bizarre
motivational speech video who also appeared in E
ven Stevens
and 
Transformers
.
ANSWER: Shia 
LaBeouf
[luhBUFF]
7. 
One game in this series ends with a hidden level containing a trunk that is "best left
forgotten" and stars a boy who is tormented by his brother. That fourth game of this
Scott Cawthoncreated series takes place in a bedroom instead of the title location. T
hat
title location is home to characters like Foxy and Bonnie, as well as the location's namesake,
whose surname is Fazbear. Security guards are the usual protagonists of, for 10 points, what
horror game series set at the title pizza restaurant over a series of evenings?
ANSWER: 
Five Nights At Freddy's
[accept 
Five Nights At Freddy's 4
from earlier clues]
8. 
One record held by this athlete was achieved by surpassing Larisa Latynina. For his
entire career, this athlete has been coached by Bob Bowman, often in his home town of
Baltimore. In one event, this athlete incorrectly believed he had finished behind Serbia's
Milorad
Cavic [KAvich]. While in a race with a team also featuring Brendan Hansen, Aaron
Peirsol and Jason Lezak, this athlete broke a record previously set in 1972 by Mark Spitz. For
10 points, name this 22time Olympic medalwinning American swimmer.
ANSWER: Michael 
Phelps
9. 
While noting that people create the things they dread, this character amusingly forgets
the word "children." This character attacks Helen Cho, a doctor specializing in synthetic
tissue. This villain, who also menacingly quotes a song from
Pinocchio,uses a supply of

Wakandan [wuhKAHNden] vibranium to lift part of a city into the air, before his last physical
form is defeated by The Vision. James Spader voiced, for 10 points, what artificial intelligence
created by Tony Stark whose namesake "age" titles a 2015 Marvel film?
ANSWER: 
Ultron
[accept 
Age of Ultron
]
10. 
The Looney Tunes short D
affy The Commando
depicts an unsuccessful attempt to
perform this action, which is also the ultimate goal of the title group in the Australian spy
comedy 
Danger 5
. Mels regenerates into River Song in a 
Doctor Who
episode named for
this action, which is performed in a Quentin Tarantino film during a 
movie premiere. The
Tom Cruise film 
Valkyrie
fictionalized Claus von Stauffenberg's attempt to perform, for 10 points,
what action that was selfperformed in 1945 inside the Fuhrerbunker?
ANSWER: 
killing
Adolf 
Hitler
[or equivalents; prompt on partial answers]
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11. 
One episode of this series centers on Owen Mallory, the head of an illegal adoption
company called the Cyprus Agency. In another story arc, Luther Braxton is hung with a
necktie belonging to this show's protagonist. That character, who employs the
bodyguard Dembe
Zuma, initially claimed he would only speak to FBI rookie profiler Elizabeth
Keen, who becomes his assistant. For 10 points, name the show in which the former criminal
Red Reddington tracks down criminals from the title document.
ANSWER: The 
Blacklist
12. 
NothinZ and USA Dawgs both make imitations of these products. A fur lining appears
in the Blitzen variety of these products, which can also be augmented by charms called
Jibbitz. Fashion expert Tim Gunn asked "how can you take that seriously?" when
discussing these clothing items, which are made of a material called
Croslite. More recent
versions of these products include traditional loafers, which differ aesthetically from their
"classic" clogs. For 10 points, name these dumblooking plastic shoes with holes in them.
ANSWER: 
Crocs
[prompt on vague things like ‘shoes’]
13. 
One minor character in this series wears a mask that resembles part of a video game
controller and fails to stop a bank robber named BullBull. After the title character of this
series defeats Mosquito Girl, he reluctantly takes on an Sclass robotic disciple named
Genos. That title character is often said to hold back during fights due to his incredible strength,
which is referenced in this series' title. For 10 points, name this manga and anime series about
the bald hero Saitama, who can defeat an enemy with a single attack.
ANSWER: 
One Punch Man
14. 
This song's guest rapper uses the phrase "frizz in a bottle" while namedropping a
line of drinks that she coowns called Myx Moscato. This song’s beat heavily samples
Wham's "Wake Me Up Before You GoGo." One performer of this song compares herself
to someone with a "booty like a 
Cadillac", and another says she'll "show you how to
graduate." "I know you want it" is repeated in the chorus of, for 10 points, what repetitively titled
song featuring Ariana Grande and Nicki Minaj and recorded by Jessie J?
ANSWER: 
Bang Bang
15. 
This character dates a man who claims to have never seen the inside of a public
blimp, as well as an elderly man who believes he's still fighting in World War II. After her
clothing is mocked, this character sarcastically notes that "2090 called"
and that
Xanthippe [zanTHIPee] wasted her time on Earth. With three other women including Cyndee,
this character uses evidence found in a bunker to convict Indiana cult leader Richard Wayne
Gary Wayne. Ellie Kemper plays, for 10 points, what "Unbreakable" TV character?
ANSWER: Kimberly "
Kimmy
"
Schmidt
[accept either underlined part]
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16. 
Two members of this group cohost the web series Superfruit. This group finished
ahead of Dartmouth Aires and Urban Method on a reality show and released a video
showing how to perform the hand movements that accompany their cover of Fleet Foxes'
"White Winter Hymnal." "Can't Sleep Love" appears on this group's selftitled album, their first to
contain mostly original songs. They may be better known for medleys like "Evolution of Music"
and one made of Daft Punk songs. For 10 points, name this acapella quintet.
ANSWER: 
Pentatonix
17. 
One early version of this event lasted for an entire season and was won by Darnell
Hillman. This event was not held in 1998 due to lack of interest. Props used during these
events have included a sticker of a man's face, rapper Puff Daddy, and a candlelit
cupcake. The 2015 winner of this event, which was first won in 1984 by Larry Nance, revealed
he was wearing a jersey from the film S
pace Jam.Zach Lavine [lahVEEN] is a twotime winner
of, for 10 points, what Verizonsponsored basketball skill competition?
ANSWER: Verizon NBA Slam 
Dunk Contest
18. 
Elgin leads a group called the Lil Saints who perform this action in Mr. Rad's
warehouse in a 2004 film. Lauryn Kirk is rejected by a school that teaches this action in
the film 
Make it Happen
. Reverend Shaw Moore performs this action at the end of a 1984
film set in
Bomont, a town where this action is not allowed. Jenna Dewan [dehWAHN] and her
husband Channing Tatum first met on the set of a film centered on this action titled 
Step Up.For
10 points, name this action also performed at the end of F
ootloose.
ANSWER: 
dancing
[accept word forms; prompt on specific forms of dancing]
19. 
One person associated with this event described it on Twitter as a "long, strange 24
hours" and another simply said "All the love as always." A photo of Lauren Richardson
with a certain man may have contributed to this event. The perpetrator of this event
tweeted that he loves “a girl named Perrie Edwards” 
before doing it. It occurred during the
On The Road Again Tour and occurred because a man wanted to be a "normal 22yearold".
For 10 points, name this 2015 event in which a British pop group became a quartet.
ANSWER: 
Zayn Malik leaving One Direction
[accept equivalents with just the first or last
name, but prompt on otherwise partial answers]
20. 
One game in this series depicts the heroic death of the otherwise weirdly controlling
Adam Malkovich. SR388 is an oftenmentioned planet in this series, though only the
second game in the series takes place there. This series' title creatures, who were named
by the
Chozo, are also seen on Zebes [zeebs] and can often be frozen with an ice beam. Other
common items in this series include the Varia Suit, Screw Attack and Morph Ball. Ridley is a
major boss in, for 10 points, what Nintendo scifi series starring Samus Aran [SAMiss AIRin]?
ANSWER: 
Metroid

